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The publications The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike
Erre, from simple to difficult one will certainly be a really useful works that you could require to alter your
life. It will certainly not offer you adverse statement unless you don't obtain the significance. This is
undoubtedly to do in checking out a book to get rid of the definition. Frequently, this book entitled The Jesus
Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre is checked out
considering that you truly similar to this kind of e-book. So, you could obtain much easier to recognize the
impression and meaning. Again to consistently bear in mind is by reviewing this e-book The Jesus Of
Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre, you could fulfil hat
your interest beginning by completing this reading book.

From Publishers Weekly
Expect no sugar-coated sweetness about "felt needs" and in-church coffee bars from Erre, pastor of teaching
at Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, Calif. Expect, instead, compelling discussion of how the Christian
church has lost sight of the revolutionary teaching and love of Jesus. "Much of the message of American
Christianity presents Jesus as the purveyor of the American Dream," he says. American Christians, he
claims, have reduced Jesus to a study of risk management; we want him to be "predictable and safe." Erre
also uses the adjectives "insecure, threatened, naive, simplistic, mean and shortsighted" to describe many of
today's churches. He lambastes our love of theology instead of Jesus, our contentment with "simply knowing
about him instead of knowing him." While this protest continues in the vein of other recent books that take a
hard look at Jesus and the church (Jesus Mean and Wild; Out of Your Comfort Zone), it offers a fresh look at
how the American church must begin "demonstrating the message of Christ," not merely explaining it. After
all, says Erre, "if you follow Jesus, you follow the most radical man who ever existed." (Oct. 10)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
"...a compelling discussion of how the Christian church has lost sight of the revolutionary teaching and love
of Jesus." -- Publishers Weekly, August 14th, 2006

About the Author
Mike Erre is pastor of teaching at Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, California, where 4,000 people gather
each week for worship, community, and instruction. Mike holds an M.A. in Philosophy of Religion and
Ethics from Talbot School of Theology in California. He is the proud husband of Justina and father of
Nathaniel Carl.
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Picture that you obtain such certain awesome experience and knowledge by just reading an e-book The
Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre. Just how
can? It seems to be higher when a publication can be the finest point to uncover. Books now will certainly
appear in published as well as soft documents collection. One of them is this e-book The Jesus Of Suburbia:
Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre It is so typical with the printed e-
books. However, lots of people sometimes have no space to bring guide for them; this is why they can't
review guide anywhere they really want.

If you ally require such a referred The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our
Lifestyle? By Mike Erre publication that will give you worth, obtain the very best seller from us currently
from lots of popular authors. If you wish to amusing publications, lots of books, tale, jokes, and also much
more fictions collections are additionally released, from best seller to the most current launched. You might
not be perplexed to delight in all book collections The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God
To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre that we will certainly offer. It is not about the prices. It has to do with
exactly what you require currently. This The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit
Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre, as one of the best sellers here will be one of the best options to read.

Locating the appropriate The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By
Mike Erre book as the ideal requirement is sort of lucks to have. To start your day or to end your day in the
evening, this The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre
will appertain sufficient. You could simply search for the floor tile right here and also you will obtain the
book The Jesus Of Suburbia: Have We Tamed The Son Of God To Fit Our Lifestyle? By Mike Erre referred.
It will certainly not trouble you to reduce your important time to choose purchasing publication in store. In
this way, you will additionally invest money to pay for transportation as well as various other time spent.
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Like the first-century Pharisees, we've reduced Christianity to a set of propositional beliefs. Truth is, we've
gotten away from what it really means to be a Christian. In The Jesus of Suburbia, Mike Erre reveals that
we've created a Jesus in our own image. In a fresh, startling manner, Erre helps us understand that the real
Jesus is calling us to live, act, and think in ways that overturn the status quo.

"Expect no sugar-coated sweetness about 'felt needs' and in-church coffee bars from Erre, pastor of teaching
at Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, Calif. Expect instead compelling discussion of how the Christian
church has lost sight of the revolutionary teaching and love of Jesus. 'Much of the message of American
Christianity presents Jesus as the purveyor of the American Dream,' he says. American Christians, he claims,
have reduced Jesus to a study of risk management; we want him to be 'predictable and safe.' Erre also uses
the adjectives 'insecure, threatened, naive, simplistic, mean and shortsighted' to describe many of today's
churches. He lambastes our love of theology instead of Jesus, our contentment with 'simply knowing about
him instead of knowing him.' While this protest continues in the vein of other recent books that take a hard
look at Jesus and the church (Jesus Mean and Wild; Out of Your Comfort Zone), it offers a fresh look at how
the American church must begin 'demonstrating the message of Christ,' not merely explaining it. After all,
says Erre, 'if you follow Jesus, you follow the most radical man who ever existed.'"--Publishers Weekly
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at Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, Calif. Expect, instead, compelling discussion of how the Christian
church has lost sight of the revolutionary teaching and love of Jesus. "Much of the message of American
Christianity presents Jesus as the purveyor of the American Dream," he says. American Christians, he
claims, have reduced Jesus to a study of risk management; we want him to be "predictable and safe." Erre
also uses the adjectives "insecure, threatened, naive, simplistic, mean and shortsighted" to describe many of
today's churches. He lambastes our love of theology instead of Jesus, our contentment with "simply knowing
about him instead of knowing him." While this protest continues in the vein of other recent books that take a
hard look at Jesus and the church (Jesus Mean and Wild; Out of Your Comfort Zone), it offers a fresh look at
how the American church must begin "demonstrating the message of Christ," not merely explaining it. After
all, says Erre, "if you follow Jesus, you follow the most radical man who ever existed." (Oct. 10)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



Review
"...a compelling discussion of how the Christian church has lost sight of the revolutionary teaching and love
of Jesus." -- Publishers Weekly, August 14th, 2006

About the Author
Mike Erre is pastor of teaching at Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, California, where 4,000 people gather
each week for worship, community, and instruction. Mike holds an M.A. in Philosophy of Religion and
Ethics from Talbot School of Theology in California. He is the proud husband of Justina and father of
Nathaniel Carl.

Most helpful customer reviews

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
incredible, practical, passionate and biblical read!
By Carol F. Wallis
If you want a fresh look at Jesus, here's a great door! Readable, and great for a group study or personal
reflection. CS Lewis comes to mind in a number of places. Great wisdom.

10 of 10 people found the following review helpful.
Let the revolution begin!
By Dan Davis
An excellent perspective on how we often sell out the true call of our faith for a consumer substitute. A
challenge to guard against being so lulled by the comforts and trappings of suburban-American life that we
literally begin to mix values that don't belong in our faith. That's called syncretism and as The Jesus of
Suburbia makes clear, it's a big mistake.

To take the vision of this book seriously would lead to a beautiful living out of our faith as followers of
Christ in the midst of our culture. This is excellent and accessible material that you can easily use in a small-
group setting or to inform your teaching. As a pastor myself, I highly recommend it.

You may also be interested in learning more about ROCKHARBOR Church in Costa Mesa, CA where Mike
Erre is the Teaching Pastor. It is a community of faith striving to live it's values in impressively unique ways
despite it's location in the plush sun-drenched mall-topia of Orange County. If anyone has authority to speak
of the challenges of truly being the Church in suburbia, it is Mike Erre with ROCKHARBOR as a living
example.

8 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
READ THIS BOOK!
By Chuck Land
Great book! Mike challenges our comfortable watered down faith but does it in a challenging yet
encouraging way. I love his frankness and his commitmment to scripture.

I would highly encourage pastors to read this and begin to think about if their church is safe or involved in
the revolution to bring His love to the world. If you are not a pastor then read this and reflect on your life.
Are you living a nice little suburban life or joining Jesus in His kingdom revolution?

See all 29 customer reviews...
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